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Th« valley of Kashmir la the hearen of world, for the 
emperler Jahanglr said a perslan couplet 
/> 
It means that if on the surface of the world, the heaven exists, 
it is this and it is this and it is only this. This heaven should 
have melodies that fill its air with the echoes of chanting streami 
Like other places of tradition Kashmir too has its own treasure 
of the past. If we try to open this treasure, its dazzle will 
reveal the long history and practics in life through those media 
which are the instruments of music and the verses that are com-
posed innocently by the people who have been lost in amonymity. 
These musics and the words giving them meaning are rooted deep 
in the socio-cultural milien of the most beautiful valley of 
Kashmir. If these compositions are given a serious thought, 
they will reveal to us many of the sooio-logioal phenomena about 
the common people of Kashmir. 
Our task in the present study had been to study the 
folk songs of Kashmir with the sociological prospective. 7or 
having a clear view and doing as systematic analysis of the 
Batter, available in the written and unwritten from we have 
brought farward th« pr«8«nt dlsaertatlon. The present resear-
cher can moc'estly say that this work has a mlque approach to 
the literature of folk songs as such studies are rare in 
Kashmiri language and literature. 
In pursuing the present study I am grateful to 
acknowledge that I had been facilitated» guided, and assisted 
by my elders and teachers, I am thankful to Dr.Jamil Farooqui, 
HeadfBepartment of SocioLogy i^ ligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, 
who had been kind enough and sympathatic with me to encourage 
me for the completion and submision of this dissertation. 
Dr. Mehmood Mustafa siddiqui, lecturer,. Department of Sociology, 
A.M.U., Aligarh owes my grateful acknowledgement for supervising 
this project, and improving the dissertation in all the manners. 
I can never ignore to offer my thanks to Mr. Hoti Lai Saqi, a 
known Kashmiri poet, for his affectioziate cooperation and 
generous provision of the relevent matter. 
X express my deep sense of gratitude to my dear brother 
Mr. Hohd. Ali Khan who had been helpful to me at all stages of 
ay present project. I should also thank Mr. Mohd. Zubair who 
took pains to type this dissertation so nicely. 
Jamheed-uA*! Isan 
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BEaiSlMQ Of THE FOLK SOHg 
IHTRODUCTIOH: 
7h« origin ot folk songa can be traced to the nan's 
setting of foot on this globe inspite of the faot that the 
aotual origin of language is vr&pped in the shadowy pages of 
history, yet it can be said with some authority at least, that 
folk song and dance vas man's chief past<-*time in his leisure 
and free time* So, the origin of folk songs is as old as the 
man himself* Folk songs originated in the bare-needs of man's 
response to the stumili of the impluses from outside, i.e., the 
joy, sorrow and all the rest of it* Folk songs became the chief 
instrument of expressing the emotions of happiness,,merriment, 
gloom, depression, sorrow, grief etc. of the primitiTe man* 
Therefore, a profound relation between man's emotional experi-
ence and the folk songe* In the begining of the primitiTe 
eooiety men tried to express their feelings and emotions with 
the help of signs and symbols but with the passage of time ths 
subtler symbols of sound segments, i*e,, language, came into 
being and now man began to express all his feelings and emotiens 
in linguistic signs* 
*4 
l?o%Xry, as ¥• knov tO'-day la tha azpraaBlon of onaa 
powarful faaXlnga and amotions and It la not tha axpraaalon of 
nan*a faculty of undaratandlng and tha out-oo»a of a logical 
procaas of undaratandlng. Tharafora* It oan be said that 
poatry la prlmltlva than prosa. Prosa la mainly a latter deve-
lopment* Poetry was the dedlum expression for the primitive 
man. fhe ohlef form of poetry to express the feelings of love, 
sorrovy etc. vas the folk aong. We can, by a c&reful examlna-* 
tlon of the folk songs of the primitive society know a great 
deal aLout the cultural^ eoononio* political and aspects of 
life. 
Beside folk songs, folk tales also create a vivid 
picture pf that period in our mind. Folk aong literature is 
the out-come of dass-division and helrarohial system of society, 
which creates division In the economic set of a society. Modern 
society is also progressing towards a point, where a co-ordina-
tion of education, schooling, clvlllBatlon and culture will be 
achelved though it does not directly affect the folk, yet a 
class of the society, which is represented in these songs, 
paasea on these folk tales to their younger generations. Jl^ tn 
at this time when there has been tremendous progress in all 
walks of life, the folk song as in the past, still remain an 
Important part of modem literature. 
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By a careful «xaalnation of th« folk llt«ratur« or 
folk aoags of othvr languag«B, ve oona to knov that thara la 
not Buch diffaraaea In tha thamas of thasa folk aonga, Sran 
if it la trua that tha Aryana apraad to tha rest of tha worli 
from tha mlddla of Aala, it Is probable that tha folk songa 
yi9V axiating in the raoas and people of those daya. 
By a oareful study of ancient folk songs of Kashnlr, 
we come to know a great deal about that period when Kashmiri 
language had no arthographio from to write in, we know from 
the books of Hatam, written by Sir Aurel Stein entilled "Hatam's 
Tales" how grand and magnificient ancient Kashmiri Civilisation 
would have been and as our imagination passess through that 
civilisation, we can gess about the ethical and moral values 
of tlmt period. 
Before writing about folk tales of Kashmiri it seems 
advisable to know something about the traditions of Kashmiri 
poetry and ita relation with the convention of the olaaaical 
languages. Kaahmiri dialect seems to be fortunate for it is 
a treasure houae of the titera true of some six centuries. 
Some of this literature has come down to us through the manu-
scripts, yet a great deal of it has come down to us through an 
oral transmission and communication flom generation to generatioiit 
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whlltt as Bome of it haa been preserved by the people vho had 
a taate for maaio (i.e. astetaurs and profesalonalB) • In 
almoBt all the parts of the globe the folk-songs exerolse a 
bevltchlng charm over Its listerns and the people hear them 
with enthusiasm and they are also held in reverence by all 
sorts of people* 
For a better understanding of the culture and civi-
lization of any people one has to delve deep* in their folk 
lore and find-out the facts. And such a study of folk songs 
becomes an essential requirement for the folk literature mirrors 
the collective living of the people alongvith their individual 
way of thinking. Many facts which are missed by professional 
chronicler are rescued from oblivion by the folk lii;erature. 
Wherein the essential value of oany institurions, costumes, 
habits, etc.t is preserved which might otherwise would have 
lost the sight of by the historians. By a careful study of 
folk literature not only the basic resources of languages ooae 
to light but their study also helps us in a comparative study 
of political» cultural, economic, ethical and moral institutions 
at the various periods of human history, which spreads over a 
vast oanvass of millions and millions of years aikl a vivid 
picture sparkling with many a beautiful races, cones before, 
oar imagination, making life into a harmonious whole. The 
ICftthBlrl proT«rb can lllaalne my point of T1«V* 
The ponp ftnd show at tht tlaa irhaa a lady beooBoe 
widow ia Bora alaborata that at the tima of bar loarriaga. 
From Kallaxia to Oashi Lai Kaul, no hiatorian has mantionad 
tha above stated fact. But the essential value of this oustoa 
has been preserved in a proverb, so that all the future gene«-> 
ratioiu) may know it, thus omraissions and oommissions of the 
profesBlonal ohroniolers are very often corrected by folk songs. 
In whole of the valley of Kashmir is rich in its folk 
literature which adds to the natural beauty of this land. This 
fact has been accepted even by non-Kashmiri writers who hold 
that the folk lore of Kashmir ia so charming and rich that it 
can be compared easily to the folk literature of any country. 
Sir Walter Lawrence has written in his book, entitled 
"The valley of Kashmir", "Had the history of Kashmir been left 
unwritten, then without any agg egation it could be written a 
new with the help of folk aongs which are so lively and so 
realistic"• 
The great orientatist. Sir Aurel Stein writes in hi* 
"Hataaa Sales", related to him by Hatam Tiiwoon, that Kashmiries 
haT« a t«rrlble manory power for th« tales. By a raaaareh into 
folk tales to know the transition from one ^ind of value system 
to another at the various stages of historyt ve know a great 
deal about the cultural life of Kashmiries and ve oan have a 
better understanding into various nuences of meanings at diffe-
rent stages of histoxy. 
The relation between mother-in-law and the daughter-
in-law has been critical and strainous through ages together. 
Xnany a brides have been turned into more slaves by the cruel 
hand of their mother-in-laws. This thing does not need to be 
repeated. But one thing is certain and sure that in 15th century 
B.C. that the daughter-in-law were almost grinded in the same 
grinding atones in which today, so many of our women are grinding 
corn. &ven Lai Dead who was an old prienstly Lady and a poetess 
of great repute has given expression to such cruelty in one of 
her compositions. 
'It is the way of a mother-in-law to keep a stone 
undereath the food of their daughter-in-laws.' 
It is said that mother-in-law of Lai-Dead used to 
keep a stone underneath her food, so that the rioe in the pot 
•ay look swelled and appear to be sufficient for her ••als. 
Lal«S»ad us«d to keejv-aBide the stone before taking her food* 
vhleh used to be alvaye there. 
Folk lore ie therefore, a repository of a nations 
hindden qualities. It is the expression of ever-orying Toice 
of the depereased hopes, unfulfilled desires that oraok like 
the humpering shells under the oruel hands of mother»in-lav. 
There is a naive and art-less siiaplioity to be seen in the 
folk-songs which is a direct expression of the simplioity of 
those people and period wherein these folk-songs were composed. 
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CHAPTBR - II 
30CI0L0&ICAL SIQHIPIGAMCg OP FOLK aOHQS 
There is a regular folk song movement in India which 
began earlier than the dawn of the twentieth century and inten-
sified in range and interest in recent years. Folk lorista, 
European and Indian, have roamed the vast country that is India 
in search of genuine folk songs and other folk lore and prese-
nted them in translations, besides writing articles on "Folk 
lore, Folk songs " and other Journals. 
Equally interesting are the folk songs of Kashmir. 
In the Golden valley of Kaslimir, with its abundant beauties 
of nature and of nan, it was but natural for some unknown hoary 
folk-bard to have started the immortal vogue of folk-songs. In 
the folk songs Tagore found the "creative aspect of the popular 
mind". He offered his salutation to "the poetof the unknown 
multitude". It may be that this humble proletarian literature 
is not high in point of form and expression but is a record of 
creative self-expression of the people and reveals the masses 
their manifold occupations. 
Folk-songs in Kashmir and elsewhere in the world show, 
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and to 8oae ext«nt, pr«aenr« tii« myths» oustoat, traditioBS 
And legends of bygone days. The beliefs and laanners of Kashmir 
are vorthly embalmed in their folk-songs, vhieh also mirror 
the chequered national history of the Kashmiris. 
Kashmiri folk songs are current i^ every rural home 
in Kashmir, They are on the lips of every villager, young or 
old. The folk ballads are popular in villages, irhere they are 
sung by professional singers. It is they vho have, by word of 
mouth, mostly passed the folk songs down through the ages. 
Folk songs of Kashmir present conaiderable variety 
in them, content and form. They can be broadly classified into 
opera and dancing songs. Songs known in Kashmiri as "Shaar" are 
composed on any subject. These songs are the natural and ori-
ginal expression of the people(s soul, its companion in joy and 
sorrow. There are all sorts of incidents provided inspiration 
for the rustic muse. These songs have beauty appeal, entertain-
ment, melody and richness. Kashmir has inherited a rich oultu-
rml and literary legacy which reflects a remarkable union of 
different cultural and literary movements. For a long time 
with Malanda and Taxila, shared fame as an important seat of 
learning and culture in the isASt. Here gathered in the wake of 
ooamieroial enterprise, soholars and saints from different parts 
^^  
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of Asia, to mt«t and •zohange idaas on tha fundamentala of 
raligloa. Povarful llttraxy and soolal moTamantB eoon dairalopad 
wfaloh gradually apraad not only to othar parta of India, but 
aven beyon^ L India's borders to Tibet, China, and other adjaoant 
countries• 
However, the cultural and political history of 
Kashmir entered a new phase, when Islam spread over the land* 
As was natural classical Sanskrit tradition suffered a set-
back and its place was taken by Persian, which was then made 
the official court language* It was a new phase in the history 
of Kashmir, and coincidental with the growth of Persian litera-
ture. This phase of popular Kashmiri literature, combining in 
it Persian and Sanskrit traditions and Hualia and fiimdu philos-
opt^ ies, showed a wonderful capacity for developient in the 
later period and left a rich legacy of cultural synthesis* 
Kashmir presents the unique picture of a land where 
nity transcends the innumerable varieties and diversities:race, 
religion, language, and culture. Since the early dawn of history 
innumerable people, viz., conquerorsand missionaries have eome 
and settled down in this country taking this soil for their 
adopted home. Influences of various civilisations and cultures 
have happily mingled in Kashmir. Like an ocean, Kashmir 
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r«o«iTed th« tribut* of a thousand rlTara, and like an oeaan 
again, thovigh parturbad for a vhila on the Burfaoe, it abaorbed 
and aaaimilated these varied ourrenta into its own culture* 
weaving out new patterns of synthesis and harmony. This adop-> 
tability has been the fundamental feature of Kashmir. One 
often wonders how deep-rooted and vital have been these unifying 
tendencies in Kashmir's cultural set-up inspits of the conflicts 
of race, religion, caste, creed and language which appear to 
the superficial eye to divide the land and its people. 
Kashmiri folk-songs are an epitome of the experience 
of its people in the different spheres of the life social, 
politicalm philosophical and the indelible impression it has 
left upon their souls. Almost evezry song has a stox^ or a 
healthy anecdote behind it, which makes it possible to appre-
ciate the genius and wit of Kashmiri's. 
mmMjzMl 
jRf&IM OF FOLK 80M0S IS KASHMIR 
FOLK mEg»33MiP^Ma]aiGI€Ma»J5:itta-
The muBic of Kaehmirt has come to be oharactlrlsed 
by a peculiarly Bweet and melodious quality. Kashmir today 
has an anoient and continuous record of musical traditions as 
the hills and vallies have unspired it. Music in Kashmir 
includes classical and folk music, as veil as the vocal and 
and instrumental. The classical music of Kashmir bears a 
strong resemblance to both Indian and Persian traditions and 
their finer variations. 
Kashmir's classical music is usually called as 
soofiana Kalam. Soofiana is derived from "Soofism" which means 
mystical while Kalam literally means ** poetry** • 
The vocal music is seldom sung in solo. Almost all 
music in Kashmir is sung in chorus to the accompaniment of 
instruments of which sas and santoor, sitar and Dhukra or 
Dholafe are the most important ones. The music party generally 
consists of a few vocalists, accompanied by some instrumen-
talists including a Dholok player who keeps the tala or the 
rhythB. 
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The olasiioal ausle llkt th« Indian elasaioal la 
baaad on tha nlxad Indo-Paraian styla. Whatavar Yariatlone 
thara ba batvaan Indian and tha olaaaloal Kaahaiirl nuaio to-
day tha fact rarsains that ICashmir throughout ita hiatory has 
raiaalned olosa within tha orbit of Indian artistic and cul-
tural influanoaa, Indian classical musicians and signers, 
like Indian scholars and craftsman adorned the court of many 
a great ^ing of Kashmir from the most ancient times. 
In the reign of king Jaluka (200 Be who was known 
to be a great patron of musict hundreds of musiciano and 
singerscollected at his court. And after that was king 
Lalitaditya who patroni25ed at his court a fa-mous dancer 
Indra Frabha. This was a golden era in the history of Kaahmir 
when arts and literature flourished and poetry and music 
blossomed forth giving new impetus to indigenous talent. From 
the light of the fifteenth century, there was considerable 
adTanoa in the art of muaic in Kashmir. Many authoritatiTS 
treatiaa and work on music baaed on India ware written. iSrery 
Tillage had a stage of its own, where dramatic perfomancea 
were held. Vith national and religious festirala were associa-
ted aonga and mAaio and no walk of life could be complete 
without this joyful entertainment. Kings Tied with each other 
in haTlng at their courts the best of singers and dancers. 
a 
Har»ha and Jay Slnihas w«r« themaelTea abl« mualeiana in addi-
tion to balng patron of music and dancing* 
iNlth the Inception of the musician's rule In Kashislr 
there iras a further Impetus Introduced to the ancient musical 
traditions. All musllm rulers more ao the Mugh&ls were fond 
of dancing and music with these rulers came musicians from 
far off countries like Persia, Arabia, San«rqand and Central 
Asla, vho did much to transform the character of Indegenous 
traditions. The tendency to create new variations or to mix 
the old and the new ones Is clearly r'lBoeimihle in the compo-
sitions of this time. i^ lngZciln-ul-Abfedln, the most celebrated 
of the musllm rulers of Kashmir, was a great lassleal singer 
himself and, &£ Hbdtil-Jl^ asal writes under his reign, musicians 
came to Kashmir from Iran and Tuxan among whom were from 
Jihorasan, Oudee, the Scholar of the well-known khwajah Abdul 
4|ader of iChorasan, and Hulla Jammul who was Inimitable both In 
music and painting. 
JEtarller, two authoritatlTe works on music were written 
In Sanskrit In the tine of "^ hah Nlr (1935 A.D.). These musical 
treatises called Samal Matrlka and Kutrl Mahataa, written by 
two scholar ministers of the said sultan, give elaborate details 
of Kashmiri music and drama of that time. 
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i^ ft«r Sultan ^ln'»uX-Al>«din» his grand-80it» All Sliali 
had nearly 200 musloians oollactad at his court from Parsiant 
Cantral Asia and the rest of India• Another wuslia ruler* 
Hassan Shah in the subsequent period, is reputed to hare had 
over a thousand renovned musician at his court, the story goes 
that he also invited to Kashmir some musicians from Kamatka. 
Akbar's reign marks the dawn of a new stage in the 
history of classical musio both Indian and Kashmiri under him 
Kashmir came close to the orbit of Delhi and -^ gra, the tvo 
centres of art and learning of that time. One could well 
imagine the far reaching effects of the classical traditions 
which became partly Persian and partly Indian. Under the 
inspiration of this great ruber, who had a genious for synthe-
sis. As in Cehlhi and Agra, so in Kashmir the influence of the 
mixed musical traditions and modes of singing must have been 
responsible for a considerable extent in enriching the musio 
of the land. 
The most popular and the most widely played musio 
of the people of Kashmir is ''ehakri", a kind of folk music and 
folk dance oonbined together. 
Similar to "ohakri", richer in content and a popular 
iQ 
in «nt«rtainment, is the music of "Bands" the wandering minsterla 
of the old who still carry on the ancitnt traditions of music, 
dance drama and the burlesque combined. For centvuries the 
"bands" as popular singers have provided the only kind of enter-
tainment available to small villages and peasant folk of Kashmir* 
x'hey are the direct descendants of those ancient classical musi-
cians who once adored the courts of the mighty rulers. 
The "bands" have been essentially singers of the people 
the common folk. 
¥0h£ bOMGS AMD G^fligji CUi/i?UKE:- Polk songs and folk tales have 
exercised a tremendous influence on mankind from times immemorial, 
representing as they do the reaction and response of a people to 
their environmental traditions handed down from generation to 
generation depict the lold customs and manners, beliefs, super-
sit it ions and prejudices of the entire people embodying their 
collective aspirations and urges. Yet these folk tales and folk 
songs have not remained confined to country by travellers and 
scholars adapted to local surroundings. 
Kashmir literature has an immense wealth of folk songs 
and fairiky tales. They are as antique and historic as the rivers 
and mountains which have inspired them. 
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It is usually the rural people for whom follc-tales and 
folk-songs haye a partioular appeal, folk songs and their tunes 
are colloq.ulal and present large yarlety In theme and content. 
The most conuaon theme of these folk songs is that of love. The 
"bands" fancy sometimes rises to great heights while for instance 
expressing the pangs of separation of the beloved one from her 
lover. Special folk songs are sung on particular occasions, 
reasons and festivals, '^ here are folk songs meant for different 
vocations in life also. The folk songs are common to all the 
people of Kashmir, revealing the fundamental unity that lies in 
their everyday social and cultural life. They also bring out 
the basic fact that all Kashmiris have during their long history, 
readily responded to their environment and have had common 
sources of inspiration and recreation. 
The themes of Aa8h.T,iri folk songs are invariably alike. 
These themes may be in praise of the majestic "chenar", the 
slender cypress. The slow-flowing Jhelum also foms common 
subject of many of these folk-songs. Peasant women and children 
sing these songs while picking flowers or sowing seeds or spinnini 
in the radiance of the blue sky. Kashmiri opera songs are also 
fast losing their appeal. As to the pastoral songs in Kashmir's 
foIk-litsrature, we have a rich variety of them. 
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The Kashmiri Music, thus, sings through her folk-loye 
frssh, rhythmic and musical. In their dances aiui song are, 
thus, emobodled the heritage of Kashmir's dynamic past and the 
spirit of beauty vibrating through its bountiful nature. 
The culture of Kashmir knows no limits consequent to 
sectarianism. This land has been the scene of conflicting civi-
lizations ever since the down of history, Hindu, Buddhist and 
Islamic influences penetrated here from early times. let the 
heritage of the Kashmiris has neither been exclusively Hindu 
nor purely Euslim. It is, in fact, an outgrowth of various 
influences and traditions. Common social and cultural ties 
bind together the Kashmiri Hindus, the Kashrairi Buddhists and 
Kashmiri huslim. reverence for spiritual teachers and holy men 
has always been striiting feature of Kashmiri life. And in their 
zael for earning social or religious merits, the Kashmiris have 
recognised no differences of caste or creed. Visits to such 
shrines or to tombs, once again, go to show the common ideals 
£md aspirations cherished by the Kashmiris. Men and women flock 
to these common places of worship from far and near to pay their 
honage to the memory of the holy >^ adhu8 or -liulias, A typical 
example of this unity in the social and religious spheres may 
be seen reflection in the homage paid at the mosque of Shah 
Haadan or the Khanqah-l-Mulla on the river Jhelum near the third 
id 
bridge in Srinagar. This famous moBque is saorsd to both Hindus 
and Muslims. 
KIND OF FOIiK SONGS I 
Folk songs are expression of oonscienos of any nation. 
It is voice of aspirations and wishes of life, TJJese reflect 
simplicity and way of life of any generation like other languages, 
the folk songs of Kashmir represent human feelings, stresses, 
stains and which sufferings. There are many kinds of Kashmiri 
folk songs which include o^iif, Wanwun, Chakari, Ladishah, 
Kandabaat waohun. Apart from these, there are some other songs 
which possess old forma of their theme and thought, Kashmiri 
songs are sung on various occasions. We briefly introduce a few 
of them over here. 
The songs sung on the occasion of aarriag* are called 
wanawun. These are always sung by women. Diverisity is found 
in these songs which is not found in other songs. The rites and 
customs which are performed on the occasion of marriage include 
wanawun in them as their part. Vhile hearing these songs one 
can feel that women turn a simple ceremoi^ of marriage in a 
grand occasion. Subject of wanawun changes accoz^ing to the 
oecaaioB. This embraces all the stages of the marriage ceremony. 
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Through th«8e songs, the wom«n Tentllate their grleyancee of 
irising prices, scarcity of •ssential conmodities «to., This is 
being done in a factual manner. It often relates like this: 
Bridegroom has come to his in-laws and the baratees 
are served dishes but the women are not satisfied because what 
they wanted to do they could not do. So they say we would have 
offered you most delicious courses, but rising prices have 
broken our back. The songs sung on marriage ceremony truly 
represent the folk songs. 
Rouft 
x'ill some years back this was dominion of women, but 
iiadio ixashmir has widened its sphere and now men also sing the 
rouf. But it remains the fact that rouf is dominated by women, 
^ouf songs are full of diversification and is mostly concerned 
with the women. This depicts various stages of women's life, 
which include her childhood inlaws, her own home, love and hate. 
Eouf repeats all these stages. Through these songs, the Kashmir 
women laugh heartily and often weal and woe over her miserable 
life. These reflect feelings of women flok. Eouf is confined 
to some famous poets but it has some saviour due to women. 
Ladi-8hftt|t 
Ladi-shah is one of the famous part of our folk ptetry. 
2i 
The one vho preaenta it he la called Ladi8hah» and he has sane 
place In our folk literature as vas aeeramed '*Bard*' In European 
literature* Barda uaed to alng the songs of lore but Ladlehah 
embraces all aspects of human life. He touches e^ery topic 
concerning hiunan life* Whatever he presents It Is full of 
lampoon derision and that too In a folk way. 
Ladlshah touci es the conditions of day today family 
life and complexity of human relations In the form of comedy. 
These Include such accidents as earth-quacks, drought* femlne 
flood, fire and other social and political subjects. Subjects 
of ladlshah are balanced. 
At the time of the plantation of rice plants and lateroa 
when men are at work In their field, the songs that are sung 
without accompanying any sort of music at that time are called 
Nandabath. 
MAHDABATHt In the sorotchlng heat of the noon*day, with farmere 
and tillers with all their enthusiasm, energy and determination 
they are at work In their fields. It Is then that their hearta 
buret out Into singing and all the young as well as old men sing 
In one voice, which has a aort of bewitching charm about It. The 
lovely voice of theae men can be heard In far off places resoundln 
and dancing as if In happy harmony of th« imbibing rice plants, 
which coyer the fields and give then but one green hue. 
This la a very popular kind of folk song. It is sung 
on the special occasions and other ceremonies like marriage and 
other religious sufi ceremonies, etc. Even today folk songs 
are often eung in the form of chhakri but most oi* the singere 
£3ing the poems of reputed poets in chhakri tones. Chhakri 
singers use the musical instruments like Bltar, Violen, Tumbek-
naari, etc. But Harmonium has now also been Included and the 
film songs are now become common in this form, ihe fast Inva-
ding and ag^jresBlve influence of film songs exhibits that chhakarl 
will die with the rock and roll of Viestern culture. 
The chhakri singers with their eyes shut are falslflng 
their own coinage by accepting blindly the vulgar tastes of the 
conmoners who have got no taste for music and that kind of thing. 
Chhakri in its purest form is limited to women only. The women 
sing Bongs in this form on several ceremonial occaeione. 
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In this form of folk aong, high mindedness, health add 
artistry of the poets finds a vent. It uses a metaphorical lan-
guage which is symbolical in its meaning. These short artistic 
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lyrioal songs are ths suprsBS exprssslon of ths poetic genius. 
The Preoh la generally decorated with all sorts of poetic orna-
mentation like simile» metaphor, epigram and allegoey. It may 
be called an inexhaustible treasure of poetic ornamentations 
which titilate all the sensations of heart and mind and takes 
the readers in the lybrinths of profound thinking, where one 
completely loses his ovn self. Apart from these qualities 
there can be found beautiful natural description In Preoh Verses. 
There are aome satiric and ironical folk-songs too, 
which not only show lihe extra-oruinary courage of the poets but 
also give a faithfull and a true critioiBm of the society. It 
is a natural talent of ivauhmiria that tbey easily set their pace 
with the changing circumstances and easily accept the foreign 
influences. Buch Influences on poetry have not proved good for 
it has suppressed our emotions. Sven though at times the people 
of Kashmir have expressed their feelings and emotions but they 
have mostly faded into depression and grief. 
It is worthy of oonpliment that Kashmiri poetz^ has 
not stooped to false and exaggerated praise of kings and monaroha 
Instead of this it is rich in satires* A volumeous book can be 
formed out of this satirical verse which includes both the longex 
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poems and the shorter ones* The poets have directed their 
sitirieal arrovs to all the sections of societyy but mainly 
they have made prieits, women and farmers the objects of their 
satire. The poet often veild their satirical bards, with 
olympian euperioty as if they were gaints hitting their opponents, 
The English rendering of some Kashmiri folk songs can 
give us an idea of these forms. 
QOm OP THE JHELTO 
Come to my Jhelurn* shepherd, 
To quench the thirst of your sheep, 
Green grass with love's water. 
Shepherd, for you I keep; 
All my boats X will illumine, 
ij'or you when you bring your boat, 
Come to my jhelum, shepherd. 
Brightly x will light my boats. 
Take me, 0 boatman, hear my call. 
Here flows the River of Love, 
For you I devote my all, my all. 
Slow moving Hhelun of Love; 
Here flows the River of Love, 
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0 boatman» take m« across your short» 
My boat takes only th* t¥0 in lova. 
The jheluB vlll take no more* 
SONG OP THE CHENAB LEAF 
Cheanr leaf, my love has sent you to me, 
Ky all, 0 price of Beauty, 
Chenar leaf, prince of Beauty for me 
Hy all, 0 love, I will give you. 
The banks of the Jhelum I light today. 
All Kashmir I light with torches, 
0, the bridgeroom oomea in a boat today. 
Gleaming with flower archesj 
Par-off forests have flowered, my love. 
Have you not heard of me? 
Mountain takes with flowers have filled. 
Has no bird sung of me? 
Come we will go to the meadows of dream«, 
Where the lilac flowers have bloa«oaied» 
I will search for you by the rose-oovered dreams. 
Has no steam told you of me? 
The bridegroom has come in a golden boat, 
Like a lotus bud X will great you 
The naroissuB ejee play hide and eeekt 
Viii you not ooB« and aeet at? 
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SAPFROli FLOWSR 
The saffron flowers are blooming llre» in Pampore 
they fill all apace, 
Flower that plunders away my heart, say heart-beat 
ah-the saffron 
'«ho has given colour to you and fragrance, 0 
tiaffron flover? 
Like a burning lamp on a jaoon-light night 
0 iiaffron that X would hold to myself in a 
sweot embraceJ 
iiike gold you are gleaming, 0 saffron flower, 
To you X devote my all 
iiy love flow away to Pampur, 
Ihe Saffron flowers oaptured him and held him in 
sweet embrace. 
0, he l3 therere and X am here, 
When, 0 god, will X be able over 
to see his face. 
««««««««««««««««««« 
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THE HOLE OF FOLK SOHaS 
ROLtt OF WOMEN IN FOLK-SONGS I 
A women Is a grsat and holy personality of human race 
who beaideB her greatness has always become a Tiotlra of what Is 
going on round her and the tedious and tiresome customs of her 
society. Women can reveal themselves only through the agency 
of folk-songs and they are being systimatized especially by 
women* 'ihe merriments of life and the cruel and miserable life 
of the second part of their life after marriage, the otherwise 
behaviour of mother-in-laws and father-in-lavs are reflected by 
them through the agency of such songs. They find an outlet of 
of their miserable life by singing such folk-songs. 
Vanwun is that oountinuous and everlasting Kashmiri 
folk-song which is only confined to women. These song are given 
a systematic form by women alone. As such wanwun oontaioB their 
hard times of their social life which they face every day. Hence, 
they bear the prints of the woes and worries of women. 
Rufh is another form of Kashmiri folk-songs, of whioh 
woaen are the main participants. In such type of eosgs, these 
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voB«n r«T«al th«lr happinMfl and prosperity of th«ir h«art 
b«oau0« it l8 full of fe«lln£0 and emotions. They can danoe 
and play beautiful roles vhlle sinewing such songs, fheiae aoiag9 
often reveal the faots of life which have been born by the 
society. 
It can* thereforet be said that like Indian folk lite-
rature, Kashmiri folk-literature also Is full of various aspects 
of a women*s life, viz., to bid farewell to a girl after her 
marriage, the otherwise treatment by her father-in-law and 
mother-ln-lawB, the over growing grief which comes Into sexls-
tenoe em she Is saatched fx^m the great effeotlon and love of 
her parents and other such stages. 
The folk-songs occupy a special position and decorum 
In special Kashmiri Lltei^ture and It Is full of Melody and 
sensations and by this we can say that Its form resembles that 
of Indian songs. Whatever of woemen Is revealed In these songs 
Is always true and those poets who have made It Is a source, 
their poetry always follows these facts of life. After SHEIKH-
HQQR-UD-DIH , DALI-DED and MEHJQOR. the same thing was revealed 
by most of the poets in their works. So among women, LAXA^ iiRIFA 
i^^ ^^1*991^ and URH-MALL are various well-known women who have 
gained much fame because they made their poetry a vehicle of 
these faots of life. They promoted folk poetry to a high level 
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^9 Introduc* a few of th«m h«r«t 
i^alla Arifa: 
^ truly representative figure of Laleehwari affec-
tionately called by the people Lai Ded or Lalla Arifa or 
Orauny Lalla, Born in the sixties or seventies of the four-
teenth Century, very little is known about her early life or 
family, except what little has come down to us in the form of 
legeruis and stories, fables and folklore of Kashmir. 
Lai Ded came of a fairly well to do family and was 
marriad into a Brahmin household. It is believed that her 
mother-in-law was very cruel and that Lai Ded was ill-treated. 
According to some i-al Ded waa a born mystic and a yogini and 
it was a blunder on the part of her parents to have married her 
at all thereby throwing her at the marry of a husband and a 
mother-in-law, who was natural, expected from her behaviour 
in conformity with the established social practices. 
After much suffering, however, Lai Ded had to leave 
her home and roan about from place to place* AcoorAlng to her 
a follower of the Toga system could enter into the highest mental 
abBorptioB-thus t 
"The holy books disappearing, the 
mystic formula remains; the mystic 
formula vanlehlng. Hind alone Is left; 
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Th« Yold (the apparent) merges into the Told (the 
traaseendent)* But this process of spiritual eyolution lies 
through strict discipline. And She said, "when I had passed 
beyond the six forests, the Moon avoke for me; the objective 
would froze within me, when I held in the breath; with the 
blazing fire of love I parched my heart. And thus alone did 
I realise Shankra**. (The pure spirit) Laid Bed was an ascetic 
and preached self-denial and parity of life. Only when one has 
controlled the senses and secured freedom from "desire, lust 
and pride" and thus purified oneself, can one attain the Supreme 
Bliss: thus; "some have abandoned home and some the forest abode; 
what use a hermitage if those controlled not they mind? Lai Bed 
hersrlf describes experiences in th«e» words: 
"iSvery moment I taught Omkar to the mind, ^ was myself 
reading and myself hearing From So*ham (I and he) I cut off aham 
( I am ) then did I, -^ alla reach the place of illumination Lai-
Bed composed and recited verses in accord with her philosophy 
and soon became a popular poetess. Her hymns and versed which 
have been compiiled in "Lalla Vakyani" are valuable for two 
reason, they are the oldest extent specimens of Kashmiri language 
and represent the teachings of Kashmir's religious system. But 
what is important in i^ al Bed's verses is her oandemanation of 
rituals. She takes the positive stand that love and sincer^ity 
are the core of religion. She recognised the essential oneness 
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of all rellgiouB* H«jr primary desire vaa to get freedom from 
the throues of wordly exiatence, i.e*, the cycle of re-birth. 
Lai Sed came at a period irhen the rinfluence of Muelims thought 
on Hindu philosophy was considerable. She was a friend of 
Muslim saint Sayyid iili Hamdani, popularly called Shah Mamdan, 
who came to iiashmir in 13-0 ii.IJ. She welcomed all castes and 
creedB Into her fold and preached mutual re&pect between Hindus 
and i^ 'iUBlim and the high and the low. 
Her dancing has vanished with her and so has the echo 
of her song. But the religion of yogic philosophy which ahe 
expanded to the common folk in popular expressions remains fresh 
to this day. Her poetry ia woven in poetic imagery from the 
fabric of the people's wtrn idiom and familiar surroundings. She 
is unrivalled in itashmiri literature for the vitality of her 
idiom and the terse imagery of her verse, for her passionate 
insight and the power to open the windows of the soul into a 
limitless empyrean, ''^ nd, above all it is the massage of her 
time that of the synthesis of islamic and Hindu thought on the 
social and spiritual planes that remains permanent people of 
Kashmir and particularly the rural masses wen to this day ring 
the songs of Lalla. 
Habba Khatoon and Arnimalt- There are also two other famous 
poetesses in oiir Kashmiri history of the many known and unknown 
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writers of lol lyrics in Kashmir» Habba Khatoon and Arnimal 
atant out most prominently Habte ^ t^iatoon ia the most romantic 
figure in the Kashmiri literature. 
In the music of her songs she enshrined the precious 
memories of her childhood and exuberant momenta of her youth. 
Her music is still upon the lips of the Kashmiri village folk 
who have woven round her name romantic talks. 
For a better understanding of her poetry, the followini 
English rendering will be helpfiili 
lifter her irarriage with kind Yousuf bhah habba iiiiatoon 
had ample opi^ortunities to develop her musical talents. She 
invited to the royal palace musicians and signers from different 
places. A musician of no mean achievementt she mastered even 
the difficult musical aoales of Iranian music and herself evolved 
a new style of music called "Eest" in Kashmiri. 
Habba Khatoon lived in the sixteenth century. She 
speaks herself thuet 
"I left my home for play but returned not 
when the day sank in the West. 
I came of noble parentage and made a name as 
Habba Khatoon, I passed through crowds drawing 
light my veil," 
But people flooked to see ae» And asoetios hurried 
out of woods, when the day Mink in the West. Habba Khatoon*s 
life vaa unhappy, all the more ao because she was unable to 
adjmst herself to the counentious of a conaerlnttiTe society 
Her verses is melodious, for she vaa both a poeteaa and a 
musician* She spent her last days in a lovely search, she 
abandoned the Koyal Palace after king's death and became an 
ascetic* Bhe aangt 
"Bay friend, when will fate smile on me, and my love 
come to me again ? i>ay when ? I have waited long and Patiently, 
Hy heart ie nunb and idle and empty of hopes, Liweet ia the 
rival of love I would deck my love with ornament, end in henna 
dye his hands", 
/trnimal? Nearly after two centuries of Habba iihatoon, another 
greet female lyricist came on the literary scene of Kashmir in 
the person of Arniraal* 
Her lol-lyricB represents more a mood or an air of 
a song when -tirnlffial speaks, she talks of simple natural love 
free from spiritual or mystical experience* Her love is human 
and earthly, not the spiritual one* There aeeme little doubt 
that ahe was deeply hurt by her husbands' maltreatment of her 
sensitive spirit* Another aspect of her poetry was this that 
ahe was born and brought up in the unban atnoaphere of the 
capital city of Srinagar* For her, nature's beauty had no 
objective eziatenoe, except in hearts pining to feel the touch 
of love* All these beauties» therefore, loade her eompoae and 
aing of the object of her ovn lovei 
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"My love, my Jasmines my jasmine* I long for thee, 
ooae, 0 Gome, I long for thee, X pligutedm idien young my troth 
to thee, why didst thou break they pligated troth 0 sweet 0 Dear, 
I long for thee. 
•cirnimal combines vlded imagery with tenderness of expression 
and depth of feelings. Her thoughts wander deep into, nature's 
world and return to the eorrow in her own heart. 
i»rnimal*s name literally translated means, "Garland 
of Ami-rosea", In the later part of her life, she lived with 
her father and took to tho favorite paslirlc of the spinning 
wheel. 
The Bonijs of these three j;reat women of Kashmir is on 
the lipa of jiashoiri -^eople still and on occasions, festivals 
and on other social and cultural functions, we find that the 
son£:8 of these ireat ladies are sings. This gives the people 
the aspiration of secularism and love which has a great hack-
ground. 
FQM 30N0S IH THE POLITICAL STRUGGLEt 
The folk songs present the spiritual and mental 
aspects of a Nation. This, besides poetic aspirations possess 
the patriotic feelings - though these may be political, social 
or eoonoBie. Eoononically speaking, Kashmiris are covered by 
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a grip of ditrlc poverty, at the far remotest position and always 
at the oOtoBimd of others, as is ooneemed his social and politi-
cal aspects of life respectively. 
It is, therefore, because of this thing that Kashmiri 
literature mirrors and thereby reflects the culture and poverty 
of the people of Kashmir at each and every step. These songs 
are the part of folk literature which is a medium to express the 
innocent nature of Jiaahmiri people. This History of people is 
what is known as the history of slaves, fehen Kashmiri people 
did they try to get their own hand in goverment affairs, they 
became the target of external an internal intrigues which pre-
vented ther. to do so. Due to this fact, the people remained 
slaves and were governed by the fugitives and this type of 
government always depended on the moods and the manners of the 
fflonarohs. If by chance, a Kin^ happened to be of good temper 
than government also was based on justice. Otherwise, they 
had to suffer In despair and disappointment. That is the cause 
of being Kashmiris economically and politically poor. In these 
devastating conditions what one should deem nothing and that is 
why Kashmiri folk songs are full of theee elements of political 
frustration, violence and narrow mindedness. 
Apart from othsr things in life, these songs also 
represent the ideal state of polities to prevail• Perhaps it 
will be correct to say that politioa must be there in these 
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folk songs* beoauss by doing so, the posts rsnaia safe fron the 
vrath and anger of the ruler* The most representative part of 
the Kashmiri folk sozigs is the LA.DI SH4H. Some examples are 
quoted: 
"Where we oan notice the english law. How repressive 
and oruel was it ? A man who indicates his name as iiahim goes 
to bath room for having a bath. At once forester prevents him 
not to have a bath. He further continues him either remain 
without bathing or give him some money in compensation. Similar 
was the case with women who had something in her possession. She 
gives the guard some of it in order to get rid of him These 
show how people were ruled under the laws and their miserable 
condition is noted here"• 
Islhenever Kashmiri people wer targeted and ruler was 
busy in his luxurious life, folk peetry went on forward by 
indicating such curses against him. It give a great satisfac-
tion and consolation to the people and at the same time it 
abused and uttered satirical and foul comments against him* 
Kashmi Political atmosphere is often influenced by 
natural phenomenoas like forthcoming floods, drought-the dryness 
caused due to the want of rain, earthqLuakes and other such things! 
Collection of taxes from the farmers and landlords was satirised* 
This had made the position of suoh people otherwise this was as 
a result of the wrong polioy of goverzuent that the tax coUeeted 
froa farmers and a good portion of crop was received from suoh 
9«oi»le fro* the othor old** Vluit a vonMO aad siaorable ooadl-
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tion was made to the people» which is to be indloated from the 
below mentioned verse* 
"Just see the greatness of alimighty* What a crullity is done 
to the farmers* The tax collectors have asked to collect taxes 
from the farmers, After a few days they gave their statements. 
The ministers also consulted that the taxes should be collected 
in an higher amount. This had resulted in the poverty of people 
who lived fron hand to mouth"• 
Kashmir politics is made target by a number of inciden-
ts met with the people from time time. It was strengthened and 
suppoz^ed by the lacK of water and sometimes by the lack of salt 
from the State. The salt problem appeared in 1947 when the salt 
from Pakistan ceased to reach here. After this India was held 
responsible for the miseries which were entrusted upon the 
people. It was similarly supported by forthcoming droughts and 
the dryness which appeared w for the want of rain. The following 
lines are quoted for this: 
"Salt is selling at a high rate, Inspite of its high rates, it 
is off from the market and is not available. As usual, we do 
take our meals without salt, it is meaningless. No sooner did 
the Pakistan made an attack, it was completely off from the 
availability of the people. It looks as if we will made a throufll 
search for it from morning to evening but still we will not get 
it. Its search has taken so many costly lives and after this 
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when salt waa brought from India, it was oaaaed and stopped at 
the ^ir Po t and was given to the influential j^ e^ople and others 
were kept oxf from its availability"* 
•Similarly, so many poets revealed their hearts on such creel 
incidents like thia;~ 
"Oh you citizens: we ht^ ve committed so many sins. We must ask 
to God for their salvation. The lack of water has completely 
made us disappointed because Governor himself has come out of 
his aouse in search of water". 
iiashmirie always saw themselves ruining and drowing 
in the Political instability of the iJtate, The leaders and the 
people alwaysvere subjected to the cruelty. They were always 
made a target for otherwise and were made tolls in the hands 
of others, whether it was a farmer, landlord, Speeper or a 
<^arpenter, i.e., all catagories of people they were subjected 
to the same behaviour. This resulted in the existance of a 
great personality Shere-i-K.ashmir, He was put behind bars and 
when he was imprisoned, j^ ashmiri women gave an outlet of their 
feelings of the heart like thiss-
** Sheikh Abdullah who was a residant of saoura women make clear 
to him of this thing. He is welcomed and every where he is 
being talked of his greatness he is popular. They say him that 
your are an object of prosperity you make a speech and we will 
listen to it. They further go on that he is synbolising ligfa 
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beoauBt he gave hie life for the prosperity and welfare of 
Saehmiris, Your great personality gives us an insight of your 
Delng a great fortune of the people of Kashmir"• 
Folk songs In the political struggle: The modern period 
of Kashmiri literature opens vith a fresh and free outlook on 
national and Cultural life, -a marked feature of this period 
has been the beginnings of the democratic struggle in Kashmir 
in the wake of the freedom movement over the rest of India, AS 
a result of this national awakevlng, Kashmir witnessed the rise 
of a new and powerful tlterary movement, culminating in the 
revival of fresh interest in local literature and arts. 
2hlb consciousness of political progress particularly 
during the last two decades has stirred the literatures of 
Kashmir no loss than the artists. Political and economic 
probleaifi fund a deep and abiding appeal with modern writers 
and poets and much of the modem Kashmiri poetry centres roiuaul 
the political and socio-economic thenes of the day. Today the 
best known poets of Kashmir come from the proletariate, they 
have sprung from humble circumstances and have suffered from 
political and socio^eeonomio exploitation. Their songs, therefori 
heather a free and revolutionary spirit as well as hold out a 
hope for the freedom of all dassess. 
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The present day Kashmiri literature la essentially In 
the spoken dialect of the people, which has had Its roots planted 
deep In the fertile soil of the ancient past and which was enri-
ched through the centuries by aaslmllatlon of all that was best 
in Sanskrit* Persian, and Urdu classic literature. The scope 
of this new literature is thus wide and varied. But it deffers 
in many ways from the contents of the preceedlng periodss-
Poetrv of greedomt" The inyetic and philosophical note, which 
v&B struck during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries is no 
longer present. Nor are the themo of spiritual or didactic 
ueasa^jo, which once inopired the medieval crective writers. The 
apiritual and cultural content of present day /vashirilri society 
of lahloL the literary movements are only a part, is the outcome 
of a consioua need for social and political freedon. This 
consiousnesa has led to a dynamic awakening in both artistic 
and literary spheres, 
fatriotlo Songsi The modem note is first sounded in new theme 
introduced by Ohulam iihraed Kahjur, whose songs and poems, include 
with deep patriotic frevour, appealed to the people of Kashmir, 
He also interprets through his songs the cultural background of 
"New Kashmir** inspiring people to strive for Its greater glory. 
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OHAPTER - Y 
FOLK bOHGS AND THE MODERN AOK 
The greatest truth about the time is that It passes 
on and watts for no-body and leaves behind bitter and sweet 
memories in a mixed way. It is anal nch which sways everything 
with it» A man since its birth is always strives to inherit 
good things whether they are civilization, culture, literature 
or art. In each and every walk of life the man iu always try-
ing to achieve what he thinks is unique and uutiafying for his 
self. It is the time which, as a consequence, determines his 
sucsesa or failure. 
AS for as folk-songs and the modern age are concerned 
a revolutionary change takes place in them because of time. Now 
in the modern industrial society the mechanics have 
disturbed the traditional set up of folk-ways, rituals and 
ouatoms. Hence, that very confirming life of the past has 
started withering. Kashmir has not been saved from this effect. 
In the changed ciroumstanoes these folk-songs are now sung onl^ 
on oooasions of marriage feetivals in cities emd towns. Inspite 
of having televisions and radios, the old Kashmiri women have 
not loit their taste for singing and appreciating such Kashmiri 
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folk-songB. Thus th«y art the saviours of the traditional folk-
literature otherwise the youths who are going through the process 
of modernisation and cultural reorientation they are slowly and 
gradually departing from their socio-cultural heritage. % u s , 
the folk-literature is becoming strange for them. As far as 
village life is concerned, thr plaugh and bulls for tilling 
the land are yet not replaced by modem tractors. The result 
is that the farmers sing these folk~8ongs in order not to be 
conscious of their tiresome labour. /a.thou£h -»:tadios and lele-
viBions have started being introduced in villages, still they 
have notdaunted the rural culture, x^t the tine of harvesting 
and sowing of beeda and on other such occasions they make 
themijelvetj light and chearful by singing' uuch songs and shed 
the weariness by work in this manner. To suia-up, in the present 
age, these folk-songs are fading from the meraories of people 
yet they can regain their popularity and reflect the taste of 
forthcoming generations for as they mirror the ancient culture 
and social life of the people of iiashmir. Modern poets of 
Jiashmir, Mahjur and Azad, sing of the beauty of their country 
and the happy dream of a golden future, Daya Ham (J^ anga, another 
contemporary poet, continues to sing the same didactic themes 
which allured the medieval poets. 
Another new note of poetry is struck in the poems,of 
^inda Koul. Other noteworthy poets like Baya hAm Oanga, Aasad 
UUah Mir, Laohman Bhat Hagam, Nand jual Aabarda^ T and ^bdul Wahah 
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Hajln b«lon^ to the early phase of modern Kaehmlrl poetry. 
Poete like "Arlf and "Aasl" are the typical symbols of the 
n«v Kashmir era. 
Another well known poet of present day Kashmir is 
Abdul Sattar Gujri. He oomposed several popular poems and songs, 
in Persian also. All these verses are today on the lips of 
humble folk all over Jiashrair. But Aasi is not the only poet who 
has been singing for Kashmir's freedom, Dina JMath who writes 
under the pen-name of "Hadim" is another living figure, who has 
produced some beautiful verse with a socialistic messaf^e. Other 
famous writers and literaturs active on the National Cultural 
Front, are Pardesi and .^ ommath iiutshi, who attempt to carry the 
literary and cultural rene is sane e of Kashmir't> huts and hamlets, 
EI'SOT OF gOiiK bOHQS OM FHAII^Y ^IF£ 
Folk-song is an important part of literature. But what 
is the relation between folk-songs and people. It is question to 
which we need not give an answer. Most of the people who seek 
delight in such songs are tillers, producers, and other working 
olaes people. But there can be no denying of the fact that besidei 
folk-songs other fine arts and crafts also attract the people 
towards them. Folk-songs influence all sorts of people. The 
difference between the contemporary and ancient arts is mainly 
a question of social importance. The whole of it was not divided 
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into diff«r«nt sections of society and any sort of division of 
labour was absent from them. Folk literature is a treasure-house 
ot the ancient culture and civilization and with the help of it, 
the social history in its evolutionary process can be written. 
So many values, and customs of the ancient civilization, which have 
long since faded, are to some extent preserved in Folk-literature, 
Thus, it saves many of the values ana suctoma from passing into 
oblivion. Folk song is a means of the expression of all sorts of 
emotions, viz., love, hate, sorrow, frlef, etc. It Mirrors the 
Intellectural faculties, inner emotions and desires of a people 
in a slate of unconsciousness. 
I'he folk-songs of a nation give us a vivid picture of 
it, and also helps in creating a feeling of patriotism among the 
people. 
i.anguage has a very Important part to play in all walks 
of life. The child ^icks it up in the lap of her mother and there 
are certain typicalities, peculiar to women only. The folk-songe 
very frequently provide us a vocabulary characteristic of that very 
culture and society. 
In ancient times the wishes and desires of an individual 
used be linked with the tribe he lived in. The existence of the 
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IndlTldual was d«p«ndent on the tribe while the tribe survived 
with ita traditional folk songa. It created a sort of holy 
ronanticism in the members of a tribe. Contrarily* the present, 
modern society is alienated and Individualistic in its orientation. 
Hence, its literature does not signify the harmony that we find 
in folk-songs. 
We can say after a comparison between the modern litratur< 
and the ancient one that folk-songs are the voice of the working 
class of the society. The very nature of the folk songs and their 
collective recitation Is the superb expression of the collective 
joy in a simple and staright forward manner. (Verses) 
For experiencing into the very depths of the collective 
harmony, which the folk-songs sing so, this thing can not be ignoree 
at the expense of the above stated fact that the folk-song is •saez^ 
tially an expression of an Individual's profound experiences about 
the human Psychology. But with the pa8S8^ ge of time, a harmoneous 
and collective covering enshroud the poets personal experience 
and after crossing the various stages of his very very personal 
kind of experience, his thoughts are coloured with a collective 
thinking, which is a direct result of the unconscious world of 
the artist. There has been some kind of development in the folk 
songe of Klashmir. In or4«r to sing of the aesthetic beauty, the 
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po«tB have been at work in th« same mannar. And thay ehara thla 
quality with the poets of other languages. Here the poets have 
appreciated the aruoh oelehsrated theaes of BUpresslon of the down-
trodden people. Like peasants, tillers, and workers. 
EFEQT OF FOLK SONGS ON KASHMIRI POETRY; 
Folk music Is the logical outcome of relentless efforts 
of man. This idea can be explained in this way that from the 
beginning man has been working^  hard has braved odds and hazards. 
In this struggle he itj often crowned with aucceae and otherwise 
defeated. He is happy over his success and wails on failure. His 
inatinctlve desire to improve his conditions has constrained him 
to face problems of day to day life, This hardwork was a revolt 
against the odd situations and it still continues as a glorious 
war against the adversities. Folk songs are the off-short of his 
hard work and aspirations. These songs reflect events of his 
strife and 8trugt:le in the world of realities. 
'Aspirations of a man find their way through his tongue 
and they take the shape of folk songs. From the era of Lalla Arifft 
and Sheikh-Islam to Hahjoor, I.e., 1932, one can take the creative 
poetry as the folk songs and it seems that it is a part of folk 
literature. Leaving apart mystic poetry, other poets have also 
•ad« full use of the sane rhythm and ••lection of words which ar« 
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the baele of folk literature. 
Habba Khatoon, ^ rln Mai, Rasool Mir, Aead Mir, Mahmood 
Qami, K-aaim, Maqbool Karlwari Mahjoor belong this category, lifter 
Mahjoor most of the poets have adopted folk type of poetry to 
express their inner voice. The reason is that these poets know 
it fully that this form of poetry would help to nurish their 
poetic treasure. These poets include Ohulam Babi -t^ ziz, Dina liath 
almost and Pazil ilashmiri who are worth mentioning. 
here it needs to be considered that folk literature has 
left deep impressions on "ilaatia" poetry. The famous poet of this 
form is Abdul "had Kadim, His "Watee" poems are sung by women as 
"Rouf". While racking the cradle theory sing the "rouf with such 
melodeous rhythms that the listener is enchanted just to the extent 
he is bemembed the shepherd's songs. 
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CHAPTER . YI 
SPECIAL REFKRBMCS TO ABDUL AHAD AZAD 
Azad could be correctly called a revolutionary poet of 
kaehmir. Asad'e poetiy, studied properly and in systematic order, 
can give us many clues to his revolutionary bent of his mind* He 
wanted an overall revolution in life and appealed for it again and 
again. He was in favour of over-hauling life-social, economic and 
moral. Azad was deeply moved on aeeing the existing economic order 
of society and the age old political unjust aristrocratic system 
vtioh pade life difficult and miserable. He wanted a changed life 
where all amenities are allowed to people. But to bring about 
such a change, the young poet had to make people conscious of the 
wretched and a slavish life they led for centuries together. 
;^ad made them realise their poor position and the life 
they lived for a long period of time. He said,"To serve and to 
submit is slavery and freedom is above all". "One who understands 
life correctly and understand its true essence cannot live a slave'f 
life", he said, but the peoplen unfortunately submitted and surren-
dered to this unjust system-economic inequality superstitions in 
the name of M.igion and a wretched type of aristocracy which ruled 
over this land from time unmemorial. 
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This is th« philosophy of revolution of Aaad in a 
nutshell and this teaching in different aynbols ia rapeatad in 
this poatry, 
"Life ia to stap onwards tearing of the Tells. Do not 
fear even if Godhead itself becomes a veil. Do not 
retreat, go ahead tearing off these veils. This is the 
teaching of revolution, this is revolution"• 
It is because of this disgust that Azad while anatomieing 
the society is itself turns to be an athieat, But the fault does 
not lie with God, it is in society-man made which is responsible 
for all these social evils. The poor K.ashmiris have been tutored 
to believe haphazardly and incorrectly in luck and fate. Destiny 
or fate properly understood does not mean that we have not to 
bring about any change in life. 
The other analitiee reauired for bringing about a change 
in life are to stop ill will and enemity, and such a tendency is 
to be replaced by love, affection, unity and uniformity which in 
their turn oan lead us to a free lofe. Azad over-eaphaBleed the 
need for unity, love, respoeot for one another. Asad lits the 
beauties and the fruits that we shall reap. "The senseless will 
come to their senses, flowers will bloom in gardens, the mentally 
perturbed regain their mental order." 
So 
Kashmir was und«r the yok« of slavery» economic disorder* 
social bondage and this results in discontent and poverty. To get 
these social political and economic evils eradicatedy Axad felt a 
need for some young heroes who could change the present lot of life* 
Aead regard hiioself as one of the heroes who could voice 
the feelings of the people and make them realisse their poor lot. 
Kevolution is not wanted in our county alone but all 
countries should undergo revolution according to Azad. 
"what is life ? •«*• book of revolution, revolution, revolu-
tion and revolution" ^^ zad prepared the youth mentally to raise the 
banner of rebellion against injustice, economic exploitation and 
social disorder, slavery and down-troddenness ruling over the land. 
Azad plays his part well. He could himself foresee his future. 
"The world will recall Azad some day, I shall make you 
remind my beloved". 
The modern note is fivst sounded in new themes introduced 
by Ohulam i^ hmad Mhhjoor, whose sozigs and poems included with deep 
patriotic favour, appealed to the people of Kashmir. Second famous 
poet was "Abdul Ahah Azad". And it was Hanger, Kashmir's nature 
poet* who by depicting the varied phenomena of nature revealed 
delight and pride in the country's beauty. 
fXovers and roses in their rich garb of colours reminded 
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Aead of his passlonatt love for more than a decade Assad sang 
of aothlagy but the tresses and moles of his heloved vhom he 
addressed thu8« 
"Vihen didst thou blooms, my rose, my rose. Thy robe is 
red thy frame fragrant. Looking at thee is an act of 
piety". 
For, long Azad, inspired by the lovely flowers in the 
garden, remainedentranced in the longing and restlessness of love. 
He sangI-
"The new blown rose and the hyacinth 
i^ eed tending in the garden, 
Be it the beat of Ear or the frost of poh, 
what careo the Himalayan spruce? 
"The morning breeze is restless, but, The flowers are 
dozing in the garden. All vain love's restlessness where 
is no response. 
"A Message of Revolt" 
But low is not the consuming passion of Azad. He is 
capable of rising to great heights and involking through the 
despari of love, a dynamic message for action and revolution. 
This freehness of the love is born out in his song of the river 
wherein the rhythmic movement of the waters is symbolic of a call 
for action and revolt of freedom. 
I oorrode away the heart o: the hills » 
•ttoh is the noMeat of my flow-
X bathe the (tendar) frames of the aveet-
SUch la the aoftnaaa of ay wayai-
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woods:-
Wh«n I wltnesB upa and downs, banks and dsmaroratlons, 
I lose nay tsmpsr, 
Z Sosk o eness and equality, for that 
I run and foam and fret. 
Hence Is It that* water though I am, 
I have fallen on the barning coals of the mulberry-
( Passionate Ghazals) 
Azad gegan his poetic career, under the Inspiration of 
Hasul Mty, whose passiimte Kashmiri Ghazals made a fervent appeal 
to him Combined with a love for the Ghazal, was AzaA's aptitude 
for the Ejystio element which attracted him to Mahmid Garni's lyrocs 
Under the sheltering care of his father, Azad made an extensive 
study of the varied trends in Kashmir literature at different 
stages and combined in his poetry the most progressive that he 
could find therein* In one of his essays entitled "Women and 
Poetry", he observes, "Every revolution recasts culture and 
civilization in a new mould. Literature keeps pace with life and 
undergoes transformation at every stage of the journey, but every 
new literature is intimately bound up with the old one. Hunan 
life forges ever new relations, new principles and new philosophy 
at ever stage". To Azad, the new progressive phase of literature 
and poetry answered the needs of the changing times. He did not 
permit pessimism to creep into his writings. Instead he sounded 
a note of optimism in words like". 
"But we need not despair. Rebels of nature have been 
bom, are being born and will ever be born in future too. The 
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time iB cooing vh«n th« world nould und«rgo a revolutionary 
transformation. Heackneyed ideas and ideals will vanish away 
new outlooSs, new Hopes and new urges will come into teing ...,. 
• .•••••'*• This was his prophetic message for his down-trodden 
countrymen, 
gl&HT AQAIMBT INJUSTICE 
Azad refused to he cowed down or to be coerced into 
BubmiBBion. He exhorted his people to fight against injustice, 
intolerance and suppression. The following lines are an echo of 
the democratic urge of his time. 
"To become free, to end tyranny, and to abolish 
superstition. 
This is my cherished dream, this is my desire and 
this is my slogan." 
And Azad again sys:-
I have accepted the burden of ages on my head. 
The angles and the heavens have shuddered at my 
dogg-ednese, 
I have chewed steel, I have braved fire, 
I have sipped the blood of n^ heart, 
But this my head has not, till this day, 
Bent low before anyone else but thee. 
CHUSADB AOAOST yAMTICISM 
Asad rfused to be fanatic or eonmunal. His songe are 
la faot» a eruaade against rltgioue bigotry, Xt was who first 
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gave a clarlonooall against rellgloua prejudices. His denunola-
tlon of religious intolerance found expression thust 
"The temples, mosques and such other institutions 
Indulge in empty drum beatings. 
Their hearts are utterly deviod of loTe". 
iizad rose far above religious cleva^ jes and preached the 
gospel of love and universal btotherhood. He had full faith in 
the Goodneea of human nature and reiterated that any distinction 
between man and man v;ould strike at tha very roots of democracy 
thus} 
"i'x^ y, announce to all the Kashmiri's 
the becrets thou hast confided to Azad, 
iifter casting away childish frivolities 
of kufr and Been 
3)he light from the candle is for all; 
Hindus and ilusalman. 
In this vast expance of oneness who is my 
i^ in, and who is a stranger to me, 
A Huslmanis to me as good as a Himdu 
Hy deen is fraternity, ay dharma is oneness. 
My light is meant for one and all. 
*! •! tinn? iftntif if I •! •! *i f^THfififm^T^T 
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Bxolttdlng the present period from 1947 onwards, Kashmiri 
literature diTidea itself into four main periods vhich are as 
follows t 
1. Upto 1555; when Sultan Habib Shah, last of the Sultans of 
Kashmir and of Shah Mir Dynasty was dethro-ned, and Ghazi Chak 
ascended it. 
2. 1555 to 17521 that is from the coming of the chaks to the 
time when Ahmad Shah Durrani conquared Kashmir and ended the 
Moghal rule which had followed the rule of chaks. 
3. 1752 to 1925? a long period which can again be divided into 
three Sub»period8t-
A) 1752 to 1846; that is from the coming of the Afghans to the 
coming of the Bograss, ending with the short sikh rule (1819->1846} 
which had followed the rule of the Afghans. 
B) 1846 to 18851 that is the reign of the first two Dogra 
Maharajay, Qulab Singh and Banbir Singh. 
C) 1885 to 19471 fro« the death of Pratab Singh to the dayof 
independence. 
In the first period we have Skiti Kantha*8 Mahaanay 
Prakash, Lai Dyad** and Sheikh Noor-ud-Din YtMOx, and Buattaava-
taar*s Baabaasura Vaddha* This is the period of poetical form 
w&ioh v« call Taakh. 
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Th« most famous of the first period and Indeed of all Kashmiri 
literature la that of Lai Dyad, branny Lalla, ae she hae been 
affectionately called by the people of Kashmir. This was the 
time of the early Husllm rule In Kashmir when Hindu period of 
Kashmiri History has begun to decay, Hindu society was disin-
tegrating and sansicrit, which had never been the language of 
the masses, had lost the patronage of the feudal rajas and 
Governement prestige Lai Dyad did weave new poetic patterns and 
Imaf.ery from the fabric of people's own Idiom, iihe also conti-
nued the tradition of their Indigenous philosophy, a system of 
Kashmiri monaatio BhaivlBm. She continued the tradition of 
the indigenous ehaiva philosophy of I'rika Mouism, but gave 
expression to it not only in a populr^ r form in which people 
could understand it but, Euch more significantly, in the real 
language of the people themselves. It is rather the intensity 
of conviction and faith, the stamp of genuine mystic experience, 
the authenticity of her poetic expression, and the energy of 
Idiom and terse homely enegery, unsuprpassed till the present 
that give her verse-sayings a lasting eminence both in the 
people's minds and in the literature of Kashmir, Moreover, she 
rebelled against hypooz«oy, the outward observances of orthodox 
ritualism of the time and Its exolusiveneaa. We now cone to 
the second period I.e., 1555 to 1752. During this peirod Persian 
was firmly established not only as the official language but also 
as the language of literature. And talented Kashalris turn to it 
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for giving expression to their thougnts and feclloglngs. Maulana 
Bhelkh Vakoob Sarfl **anal (1552-1594) produced his encyclopaedic 
work during this time. In this time Mlrea ^kmal<-ul-Irfaan, a 
Persian Hasnavl of bO,000 couplets was also composed and Khavaja 
Hablb Ullah Nawsheri (1555-1617)» who wrote treatises on mysticism. 
*hlle these substantial products of mind found expression In -Per-
sian, songs continue to be written in Jiashmlrl. Many of these 
son£S are mystical in the Vaakh style. 
The chief contribution of this period Is, however, a 
new kind of ooncj which tells about the secular human love. This 
is the 'lol* lyrics, a song set to music, wherein the poet sings 
of his'lol* a Kashmiri word signifying an untranslatable complex 
of love, longing and a tugging at the heart. These son^s are, in 
a sense, typically Kashmiri, but they are nov. dead, they are no 
longer written. Most of then are of unknown authorship and have 
come doirn to us by word of mouth and oral tradition. The famous 
writers of these lol lytics are undoubtedly women like Habba 
Khatoon and Arnlmal. Thus, the second pelrod of our literature, 
gave us many more songs of love in many moods, songs of the 
spinning wheel, of saffron fields, of doneetlc happiness and woe 
"some natural sorrow, loss or pain". Some of these songs enshl-
rlne a longning for God. Hindu and Muslim cultures were trying 
to find a common meeting ground in Btystloism, both philosophy 
and diselpllne. The former carried on the tradition of Habba 
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Khatoon writing tha eeoular aotig lyrics which hav« found a plac« 
In our Booflana i^ alaam of Shah 2afar» a mystic» what we here call 
a haina->08-eufl» a sufi who believes that all is He, It is signi-
ficant that in Kashmir there has been a long tradition of them 
and most of the sufi poets the beat of them certainly have belong-
ed to this tradition. The later-half of the eighteenth century 
is a black period. There is very little literary output in this 
as well as in a lar^c part of the preceeding period of our lite-
rature. 
The nineteenth century has been a prolific period of our 
literature in the previous centuries, Persian had spread even to 
the countryside through haktaba and was firmly established as 
the literary language of the educated class. We find that iiashmirl 
literary men, albeit of the countyside mostly, began to own their 
native tougue and use it for their poetical compositions Inevitably 
modelling their verse on Persian, The nineteenth century also 
gave rise to a comic-satiric ballad, expressing the Kashmiri's 
satiric humour, and describing the discomfitiu'e and pitiable 
plight of the people under the stress of natuz^l calamities like 
food, famine and corrupt officaldom and also their cunny adjust-
ments necessitated by the new conditions. And the Kashmiri deve-
loped the gift of alaoghing at hiself• ^hese ballads came to be 
known as Shahar-aashob, written in masnavistyle couplets and 
Lad*lshah, written in the Kashniri vatsan fora* 
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Mor«OY«r, th«r« la a larg« body of songs comprising 
domsstic folk poetry, marriage Bonga, funeral songs Lila lyrics, 
and harrest or cowboy songs, the stuff out of which the folk 
songs are made. 
On the first Sub-period of nineteenth Century the Chief 
poets are Mahmud Oani of -i^ hur Shahbad near verlnag who died in 
1833, and Wall Ullah Motoo, Mahmud Qauni had been to a maktab 
and knew Persian well. He also wrote other kinds of poems like 
Nant, in praise of the holy prophet. He also wrote eight masnavis. 
The next bub-period, 1846-1885, is the peak sub-period 
of third and longest period of iiashmiri literature that spreads 
from 1752 to 1925. The chief poets of it are Paramanand and 
farakash -^m, Maqbul Shah and Lachman ^ina, Kasul Hir and Shams 
Fikir, Except for the last, all of them were dead by 1885. 
Paramanand represents the Lila-group of poets. He wrote three 
long narrative poems SiTa Lagan, iiadha-Suyamvara and Sudaina 
Carit. Paramanand*8 language is Sanskritised. Irakash Ram 
wrote his Bamayan in the masnavi couplet form» which is the form 
used for Lila Lyrics. He has been credited with other works like 
Krishnavtara, Akanandun and Shivalagan and some other Lila songs 
which have not been yet published. Laohman ^ina "Bulbul" has 
left tts a few Lila songs and ghasals, Saamnaana, Hal->o-Daman» 
Caaynaama and Omnaaaa. Maqbul Shah (1820*1875) • He is famous 
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for tht writing of popular lov« talts. Out th«8* ronano* po^ns 
"Gulrez" deatrvttdly beoamt popular, H« has given ua th« first 
Haalia romanoa* 
Other poets of the period deverve a mention 8aif-ud-I>in 
Tarabahf Abdul Ajiad Nazim (1663) wrote ghazala naats and satires. 
Some other poets after 1885-1^05. Kaulvi Sidiq Ullah Ha;jiiii 
U832-1yOO) is known for hie poems Mirza Mir Sanaullah Kreeri 
(1813-1875) and Amir-ud-Din Kreeti (1846-1905) are also famous 
iCashmiri poets of this peirod# Kasul Kir is the first significant 
poet in Kashmiri, Kahman Daar (1897) will always be remembered 
for his poem Shashrang. Me has written other poems of merit like 
Jiani-Swani Roothum Yaar, but they all are not as superior as 
Shashrang. The IPrince of the mystical poets of the period is 
Shamas Faquir (1843-1904). 
In 1885> Maharaja Pratap Singh ascended the throne, and 
the state, then firmly under the sovereignity of the British 
viceroy, began to emerge into the modern age, Mahab Faray of 
Hajin (1645-1914) produced voluminouly written book of verse. 
He also translated the Akbar Nama. Another writer of the time 
was Pir Hohi-ud-Din Hiskin (1915). He was the author of ^ebaa 
Nigaar. Yet an other great maanavi poet was Pir Asis Ullah 
Haagani (1854-1926), 
Vahab Kheer, Ahaad Batawari and Vasa Hoiunid were other 
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famous pottB of thla d«o«nt Ahnad Batvari la known for his ^asale 
and songs• 
Thers is also Abdul Qudoos Raaa Javldani writss Kashmiri 
ghasals and songs. The pstiod may, however, be rightly called 
the Age of Mahjoor his very first song Poshemati Janano became 
very popular Kahjoor was truly a representative poet of his age. 
And Abdul Ahah Azad, wrote love songs and Ghazals but came under 
the influence of radical socialist ideas. Azad wrote Shikwa«i-
Iblees, which was a new thing. There were other poets, much 
younger who took to writing verse in the late thirties. Ghulam 
Huasain B©g Arif (t910) wrote peoms on themes like "the Kashmiri 
Craftsman Ghulam Ahmad Pazil (t914) and fiandalal Ambaradav (1915-
1927) also take new themes like the "Kraala Kooi^ and "Kana Door". 
An eminent poet of the time is Zenda Koul (1884-1965) who till 
almost 1940 wrote only occasionally in Urdu and Persian and later 
he shifted over to Kashmiri. Before this umrvey comes ;^ o a close, 
mention mikst be made of two sufi poets Samad Kir and ^^ bdul Ahad 
Zargar. Both in several poems of both the poets, it is refreshing 
to find new symbols. Both wrote Akanadan Ahad Zargar ia still 
with us and is more a prolific writer. 
Ahad Zargar ia alao to be mentioned at many plaoea, but 
unlike Sanad Mir, ho ia teohnioally faultleaa in hla verae and 
more romantio aome of hie poana which are vail known say ba nanad 
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hert. 
Bajir Saaprldlth Ko*run Takraar, Shiva tappaau'y 
Pru'tshaam Sler Parzanaav, Ajci Nwakta Clteh B«daar, Faklras 
Kyaa othl ariv rlndakan Zindagl Sara iSArtam, 
Crulte in the tradition, which however is fading fast, 
Perhaps Ahad iiargar is the very last of them all. 
CONCLUSION 
V<e have reached to the conclusion that folk songs of 
Kashmir create a vivid picture of Kashmiri people, Kashmir has 
been a cradle of many races whose language and cultural patterns 
were fused into a compositt group. This is borne out partly by 
historical records and partly be linguistic evidence. 
Prom the literary works of Kashmir, we get a picture of 
the society of the Valley and the religion of the Kashmiris. 
India is particularly grateful to this valley for two kinds of 
poetical compositions that is historical and pomographical• 
The historical poems of Kashmir, •specially the one by Kalhana, 
have to a considerable extent, removed the stigma that Indian 
writers lacked hiatorloal sense. Kalhan's diction is generally 
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alnple, but occaalonaXly his mfttaphorioal •zprasBlone and the 
U8« of terms not familiar to us make his writings obscure. 
In Kashmiri poetxry we have seen that while Sanskrit was 
the language of culture in the time of the Rajaa, its place was 
broken by Persian during the Sultanate period. Kashmiri, however 
remainedtr. as before, the mother tongue of a vast majority of 
population. Under the influence of Persian, it grew richer and 
owing to the patronage by the Sultans, it was able to develop a 
respectable poetic literature of its own. Kashmiri peotry is 
full of emotions music rhythm and melody and are aung even to 
this day, the old songs of Lalla Ded and Habba Khatoon the great 
Kashmiri poetesses by artisans, peasants and boatmen. Folk songs 
are a repository of a nations hidden abilities. It is the expre-
ssions of the everorying voice of the depressed hopes, unfulfilled 
desires that crack like the bumpering shells under the cruel hands 
of mother-in-laws. In Kashmiri folk songs there is noise and 
simplicity to be seen which is a direct expression of the simp-
licity of those people and period wherein these folk songs were 
composed. The fulture of Kashmir knows no limitations consauent 
to sectarianism. This land has been the sense of conflicting 
civilization. By Kashmiri poetry we can understand the expression 
of conscience of Kashmiri people. Kashmiri folk songs are full 
of aspirations and wishes of life. These songs represent human 
feelings, satire and sufferings. Poetry is the expression of 
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nan'a own powerful feelings and emotions the out-come of a 
logical proceBs of understanding* The folk songs of a nation 
present the spiritual and mental aspects of nation^ Kashmiri 
literature mirrors and thereby reflects the culture and poverty 
of the peoples of Kashmir at each and every step. These songs 
are part of folk literature which is a medium to express the 
innocent nature of Kashmiri people, 
Kashmir has been a cradle of many races whose languages 
and cultural patterns were fused into a composite group. Kashmiri 
people are extrertiely witty and intelligent and are always ready 
v?ith some appropriate saying. They are very fond of music and 
possessed great artistic sense. They loved learnings, and as 
in old days, they left their homes for distant places in Indiax, 
Persiax and Turkistanx to seek knowledge, The history of cultural 
relations between Kashmir and Persia goes back to ancient times 
and this cultureal contact became nuch closer during the sultanate 
period. The valley had also close cultural relations with 
Hindustan but this influence was not more than Persian. In the 
present age, the Indian music and culture had a great impact 
on our own culture. Kashmiri people are also accepting the folk 
songs and folk love of different states of India. 
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